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Line of compressibility maxima in the phase diagram of supercooled water
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We evaluate thermodynamic, structural, and transport properties from extensive molecular-dynamics com-
puter simulations of the ST2 and TIP4P models of liquid water over a wide range of thermodynamic states. We
find a line in the phase diagram along which the isothermal compressibility of the supercooled liquid is a
maximum. We further observe that along this line the magnitude of the maximum increases with decreasing
temperature. Extrapolation to temperatures below those we are able to simulate suggests that the compress-
ibility diverges. In this case, the line of compressibility maxima develops into a critical point followed at lower
temperature by a line of first-order phase transitions. The behavior of structural and transport properties of
simulated water supports the possibility of a line of first-order phase transitions separating two liquid phases
differing in density. We therefore examine the experimentally known properties of liquid and amorphous solid
water to test if the equation of state of the liquid might exhibit a line of compressibility maxima, possibly
connected to a critical point that is the terminus of a line of phase transitions. We find that the currently
available experimental data are consistent with these possibilities.@S1063-651X~97!09501-9#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Ja, 64.30.1t, 64.60.My
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I. INTRODUCTION

Though water is a common liquid, it is not a simple liqu
@1–5#. In particular, its thermodynamic properties display
number of anomalies. For example, the density of wa
passes through a maximum at a temperatureT54 °C at a
pressureP51 atm @3#. Also, the isothermal compressibilit
KT and the isobaric specific heatCP pass through minima
and begin to rise dramatically asT decreases@6,7#.

The glassy state of water also exhibits rich behavior.
found by Mishima and co-workers@8–10#, amorphous ice
exhibits ‘‘polyamorphism’’ @11–14#. That is, it is observed
to exist in at least two quite distinct forms: a low-dens
amorphous~LDA ! ice and a high-density amorphous~HDA!
ice. In addition, LDA ice and HDA ice are observed to co
vert from one to the other via abrupt changes in density@10#.

The stability limit conjecture@6,15–17# ascribes the
anomalies of water to the presence of a reentrant liquid-
spinodal in the supercooled region of the phase diagr
Recent computer simulation studies of the ST2@18# and
TIP4P @19# potentials have shown that the spinodal is n
reentrant for these models of water@20#. Moreover, based on
these simulations, it was proposed that the anomalies of
ter are related to the existence of a critical point in the dee
supercooled region@21#. It was further proposed that the ob
served polyamorphism of the amorphous ices is due to
extension into the glassy regime of a line of first-ord
liquid-liquid phase transitions connected to the critical po
@22–24#.

Evidence for the occurrence of a critical point in ST2 a
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TIP4P water was based on the behavior of the equation
state ~EOS! of the supercooled liquid@20,21#. As we will
show in detail below, the feature of the EOS used to supp
the proposal of a critical point can be described in terms o
line of thermodynamic states along whichKT is a maximum.
Recently, however, theoretical work@25# has shown that a
line of KT maxima must occur in any liquid that~i! exhibits
a line of density maxima having a negative slope in theP-
T plane and~ii ! does not exhibit a reentrant spinodal. ST
and TIP4P water satisfy both of these conditions@20#. Hence
a line of KT maxima need not necessarily be interpreted
due to the occurrence of a critical point. Rather, the line
KT maxima may be viewed as due only to the thermod
namic behavior occurring at higherT.

Hence there are two possible behaviors for a liquid
which there is a line ofKT maxima, shown in Fig. 1. Eithe
the line develops into a critical point, and is replaced
lower T by a line of phase transitions, orKT remains finite
for all T along the line ofKT maxima.

A brief report of the simulation results upon which th
proposal of a critical point is based has been presente
Ref. @21#. In this article we provide a detailed analysis of th
thermodynamic data obtained from these simulations
also evaluate structural and dynamical properties relate
the thermodynamic behavior found in the supercooled liqu
A detailed description of the molecular-dynamics simu
tions from which the present data are derived is provided
Ref. @20#.

Specifically, in Sec. II we locate the line ofKT maxima
and examine its properties to determine if the proposal o
critical point remains valid in light of the theoretical deve
opments described above. In Sec. III we show how the
havior of the internal energy supports the occurrence o
line of KT maxima and also elucidates the thermodynam
h
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728 55SCIORTINO, POOLE, ESSMANN, AND STANLEY
mechanism by which the liquid phase might develop an
stability leading to liquid-liquid phase separation. Then
present an analysis of molecular coordination and struc
~Sec. IV! and of transport properties~Sec. V! for the simu-
lated liquid in the vicinity of the line ofKT maxima. If a
phase transition exists at lowerT, these data suggest what th
structure and relaxation behavior of the two distinct liqu
phases might be. Finally, in Sec. VI, we enumerate sev
experimental results relevant to the possible existence
line of KT maxima in real water, perhaps followed at low
T by a critical point and line of first-order phase transition

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic proposal for theP-T phase diagram of
liquid water. The line of first-order phase transitionsL separates the
liquid and gas phases and ends in the critical pointC. The dashed
line M is the line ofKT maxima observed in the supercritical r
gion. At low T a line of first-order phase transitionsL8 separates
distinct high- and low-density phases of the liquid. The lineL8
terminates in a critical pointC8, from which extends another line o
KT maxima, denotedM 8. ~b! Schematic phase diagram of liqui
water in the case that there exists a line ofKT maxima (M 8) that
does not develop into a critical point and line of phase transition
in ~a!. AlthoughM 8 identifies the boundary between higher- a
lower-density liquid regions, the properties of the liquid vary co
tinuously along paths crossingM 8.
-

re

al
a

.

II. EQUATION OF STATE

Both the ST2 and TIP4P interaction potentials reprodu
the thermodynamic anomalies of liquid water, including t
density maximum, and the rapidly increasingKT and CP
values in the supercooled region@26#. In order to determine
the origin of these anomalies in the simulated liquid, we fi
examine the global behavior of the EOS. The EOS speci
how P depends onT and volume per unit massV. In Fig. 2
we plot the EOS in terms of isotherms ofP versusV for the
ST2 interaction potential. The corresponding data for TIP
are shown in Fig. 3 of Ref.@20#.

At the highestT, the isotherms are decreasing functio
of V, typical of simple liquid behavior. However, at lowe
T, the isotherms begin to develop a different shape, show
Fig. 3~a!. In particular, in the vicinity ofV51.1 cm3/g, the
sign of the curvature changes from positive to negative. T
result is the appearance of a minimum in the slope of
isotherm. Moreover, the isotherm becomes progressiv
flatter asT decreases.

The isothermal compressibilityKT is related to the slope
of a P-V isotherm via

KT[2
1

V S ]V

]PD
T

5
1

r S ]r

]PD
T

, ~2.1!

where r[1/V is the density@27#. EvaluatingKT for ST2
from the P-V isotherms in Fig. 3~a! yields a plot ofKT
againstV at constantT, shown in Fig. 3~b!. In the vicinity of
T5290 K, a maximum appears inKT and is observed at al
lower T in the range in which we are able to conduct sim
lations. A similar analysis of the TIP4PP-V data shows that
this model also exhibitsKT maxima, which appear for
T,250 K @Fig. 3~c!#. By finding the value ofP correspond-
ing to each of the maxima in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!, we locate
the position in theP-T plane of the line ofKT maxima~Fig.
4!.

Since most experiments are conducted at constantP as
opposed to constantT, we show in Fig. 5 plots ofKT for ST2
plotted along isobars rather than isotherms. The result sh

s

-

FIG. 2. Equation of state of liquid ST2. Plotted are isotherms
P versusV of a bicubic spline through the data points tabulated
Ref. @20#, from T5235 K toT5390 K.
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55 729LINE OF COMPRESSIBILITY MAXIMA IN THE PHASE . . .
FIG. 3. ~a! Isotherms ofP versusV for ST2 at lowT. The lines
connecting the data points are the same splines shown in Fig. 2~b!
Isotherms ofKT versusV for ST2. Symbols representKT values
calculated from the piecewise slope of the discrete data in~a!.
Curves giveKT as evaluated from the splines in~a!, using Eq.
~2.1!, for T5290 K ~dot-dashed line!, T5273 K ~dashed line!,
T5250 K ~dotted line!, andT5235 K ~solid line!. ~c! Isotherms of
KT versusV for TIP4P. Symbols representKT values calculated
from the piecewise slope of the discreteP-V data tabulated in Ref
@20#. The lines are provided as guides to the eye. We do not ana
the TIP4P data via splines as in~a! and ~b! because the relative
error in the calculation ofKT for TIP4P is significantly larger than
for ST2.
that theKT maxima shown in Fig. 3~b! are also observed
when the liquid is cooled along an isobar.

The occurrence of a line ofKT maxima in ST2 and TIP4P
water is consistent with the prediction of Ref.@25#. Since the
temperature of maximum density~TMD! line and the liquid-
gas spinodal line do not intersect in these models,KT must
increase on cooling the system along an isobar below
TMD line. In real water, homogeneous nucleation of t
crystal has so far prevented the experimental detection
either a divergence ofKT or the presence of aKT maximum
@3#. However, we show in Sec. VI that the existence o
maximum inKT in the supercooled region of the phase d
gram is consistent with the known behavior of water. No
also that lines ofKT maxima have been observed experime
tally in other liquids, such as liquid Te@28#, and have been
found in computer simulations of liquid SiO2 @29#.

In ST2 the magnitude ofKT at the maximumKT
max in-

creases asT decreases@Fig. 3~b!#. In Fig. 6~a! we plot

ze

FIG. 4. Estimate of the position of the line ofKT maxima in ST2
(n) and TIP4Ph. C8 labels the position of the critical point fo
ST2 as estimated from Fig. 6.

FIG. 5. Isobars ofKT as a function ofT for P50 MPa (s) and
P580 MPa (h). To construct these isobars,KT was evaluated for
eachT at the givenP from the splines shown in Fig. 3~a!.
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730 55SCIORTINO, POOLE, ESSMANN, AND STANLEY
1/KT
max as a function ofT. If KT

max were to diverge, then
1/KT

max would become zero. By extrapolating the data in F
6~a!, we find that 1/KT

maxappearsto be approaching zero at
finite temperatureTC8.235 K. In Figs. 6~b! and 6~c! we
show the corresponding plots of 1/KT

max as a function ofP
and V respectively. Again, by extrapolation, we note th

FIG. 6. Plots of 1/KT
max for ST2 as a function of~a! T, ~b! P, and

~c! V. Extrapolation of each curve to zero yields an estimate
TC8, PC8, andVC8, respectively.
.

t

1/KT
max appears to approach zero atPC8.200 MPa and

VC8.1.02 cm3/g ~or rC8.0.98 g/cm3).
The divergence inKT suggested by the ST2 data wou

indicate that a thermodynamic singularity appears on the
of KT maxima atTC8. In this case, the most likely behavio
for T,TC8 would be that a line of first-order phase trans
tions extends fromC8 to lowerT. In this scenario, the line o
KT maxima we observe is the supercritical precursor beh
ior expected above a critical point. For example, in the v
der Waals description of a liquid-gas phase transition,
critical point is the terminus of a line ofKT maxima that
occurs at higherT in the EOS of the supercritical fluid.

In the case that a critical point occurs, followed at low
T by a line of phase transitions, it is important to note th
r ~or equivalentlyV) would be an appropriate order param
eter. Hence, if the phase transition exists, it is a phase t
sition between two thermodynamically distinct liquid phas
identical in chemical composition, but differing in densit
structure and transport properties@13#. Liquid-liquid phase
transitions of this kind have been predicted theoretica
@30–43# and via computer simulations@4,44,45# in several
systems and have also been observed experimentally@46–
49#.

For TIP4P, we show the position of the line ofKT
maxima in Fig. 4. The magnitude of these maxima is sign
cantly smaller than for ST2 in the region ofT accessible to
simulation. Hence, with the present data we are unable
determine if theKT maxima in TIP4P might develop into
divergence at lowerT. From the location of the line ofKT
maxima for TIP4P shown in Fig. 4 and from the EOS data
Ref. @20#, we conlcude that if a critical pointC8 occurs for
TIP4P, it occurs atT,200 K and atP.70 MPa.

It was recently proposed@50# that TIP4P undergoes
first-order phase transition atT'213 K andP'0.1 MPa and
that the critical pointC8 for TIP4P occurs atP,0. This
conclusion was based on results from simulations carried
in a constant-P ensemble at several temperatures along i
bars.

Our conclusion on the possible location ofC8 for TIP4P
differs from that of Ref.@50#. To investigate the origins o
this difference, we show in Fig. 7 both the EOS data
TIP4P presented in Ref.@20# and the corresponding dat
from Ref.@50#. We also show in Fig. 7 the densityr and the
configurational part of the internal energyU as functions of
T taken from Refs.@20# and @50#. To compare data at the
same state points, we use linear interpolation of the two c
est thermodynamic states. As can be seen from Fig. 7,
results of Ref.@50# for the thermodynamic properties o
TIP4P are in agreement~within the error bars! with those of
Ref. @20#. Therefore, we conclude that the difference in t
proposals regarding the location ofC8 for TIP4P is one of
interpretation and is not due to differences in numerical
sults or simulation techniques.

The proposal of Ref.@50# that TIP4P exhibits a first-orde
phase transition atP'0.1 MPa andT'213 K was arrived at
by interpreting the large changes in the values of the d
points forr as a function ofT along an isobar@Fig. 7~b!# as
due to a jump discontinuity in the functional dependence
r aroundT5213 K. If this first-order transition occurs, the
a van der Waals loop should occur in an isotherm ofP ver-

f
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55 731LINE OF COMPRESSIBILITY MAXIMA IN THE PHASE . . .
susV at thisT and also forT,213 K. TheT5200 K P-V
isotherm from Ref.@20# shown in Fig. 7~a! does not show
such a van der Waals loop. Consequently we interpret
large changes inr versusT in Fig. 7~b! as continuous. Tha
is, despite the large changes in thermodynamic prope
found in bothRefs. @20# and @50#, the data shown in Fig. 7
do not support the occurrence of a discontinuous~i.e. first–
order! transition forT.200 K. In this regard, further simu
lations are clearly required to determine more precisely
EOS for TIP4P over a wide range ofP andT.

III. INTERNAL ENERGY

Consider next the behavior of the configurational part
the internal energyU. In Fig. 8 we show isotherms ofU as a
function of V for the ST2 and TIP4P models@51#. At the
higher T shown, an isotherm ofU is a simple concave
upward~i.e., positively curved! function ofV. However, as
T decreases, a pronounced local minimum begins to app
As we will show in the following sections, this state is cha
acterized by a network of tetrahedrally coordinated wa
molecules and indicates the presence of an open molec
structure in the liquid that is particularly favorable energe
cally. The appearance of this minimum induces the curva
of the U versusV curve to become negative in the regio

FIG. 7. Comparison of thermodynamic properties of TIP4P
evaluated in Refs.@20# and @50#: ~a! P-V isotherms,~b! isobar of
r versusT at P50.1 MPa, and~c! isobar of U versusT at
P50.1 MPa.
e
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FIG. 8. ~a! ST2 isotherms ofU versusV at T5330 K h and
T5290 K (n). ~b! TIP4P isotherms ofU versusV at T5250 K
(L) andT5225 K (s). ~c! Isotherms ofU as a function ofV for
real water, as evaluated from the Haar-Gallagher-Kell EOS@52#.
The temperature is 275 K for the lowest curve and increases in s
of 5 K for each higher curve, up toT5320 K for the top curve.
UHGK is a fixed parameter that normalizes the thermodynamic d
to the properties at the triple point.C is an offset parameter to allow
for convenient plotting of the data:C50 for theT5275 K curve,
C520.3 kJ/mol forT5280 K, C520.6 kJ/mol forT5285 K,
and so on up toC522.7 kJ/mol forT5320 K.
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732 55SCIORTINO, POOLE, ESSMANN, AND STANLEY
below V51.15 cm3/g for ST2 andV51.05 cm3/g for
TIP4P.

The Helmholtz free energyA is related toU via

A5U2TS, ~3.1!

whereS is the entropy. The curvature of an isotherm ofA
must be positive for a homogeneous phase of a spec
density to be thermodynamically stable@27#. From Eq.~3.1!
the curvature ofA can be expressed as

S ]2A

]V2D
T

5S ]2U

]V2 D
T

2TS ]2S

]V2D
T

. ~3.2!

Since

P52S ]A

]VD
T

, ~3.3!

the inverse compressibility is related to the curvature oA
@using Eq.~2.1!# by

1

KT
5VF S ]2U

]V2 D
T

2TS ]2S

]V2D
T

G . ~3.4!

Hence the curvature ofA is proportional to 1/KT for fixed
V; that is, 1/KT must be positive for a thermodynamical
stable state.

For the range ofV in which (]2U/]V2)T,0, the contri-
bution of the internal energy is toreduce1/KT and hence
reduce the thermodynamic stability of the liquid phase. T
is confirmed by the fact that the range ofV in which we find
negative curvature in theU-V data corresponds to the rang
in which theKT maxima are observed. The liquid remai
stable whereU has negative curvature only because the c
tribution of the entropic term in Eq.~3.2! is large enough to
dominate. Yet entropic contributions to these thermodyna
quantities are suppressed asT decreases, due to the occu
rence of the factor ofT in the second term on the right-han
side of Eq.~3.2!. Hence theU-V data, like theP-V data,
suggest that at lowerT a single homogeneous phase of t
liquid will not be stable for certain values ofV, leading to a
separation into two distinct phases of higher and lower v
ume.

In Fig. 8~c! we show experimentally measured isother
of U for real water plotted as a function ofV for several
temperatures, all greater than the freezing tempera
@52,53#. These isotherms have small positive curvature at
highestT shown, but the curvature becomes negative aT
decreases. Thus real water also exhibits the property tha
behavior of the internal energy acts toreducethe stability of
the liquid phase asT decreases.

IV. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

A. Coordination number

Next we examine the coordination numberNNN of the
ST2 liquid as a function ofT andV. HereNNN is defined as
the integral of the oxygen radial distribution functio
gOO(r ) from r50 to r5rmin , wherermin is the value of the
interatomic distancer at which the first minimum appears i
ed

s

-

ic

l-

s

re
e

he

gOO(r ). Hence NNN is the average number of neares
neighbors found in the first coordination shell of an O ato

Figure 9~a! shows isotherms ofNNN as functions ofV.
For T5290 K and below,NNN decreases toward a limiting
value of 4 asV increases.

We can also study the behavior of isotherms ofNNN as a
function of P @Fig. 9~b!#. For the high-T isotherms, the re-
sults show that a fourfold-coordinated configuration is a
proached at negativeP, in agreement with previous simula
tions of Geiger and co-workers@54#. For T<273 K, NNN
approaches 4 even for positiveP, i.e., if P.0 andT is low
enough, a fourfold-coordinated configuration can form@55#.

The degree of abuptness with whichNNN decreases in
Fig. 9~b! is also noteworthy. At highT the decrease o
NNN with P is smooth, but asT decreases,NNN changes
more abruptly from a structure with a large coordinati
number (NNN.6) to a structure withNNN'4.

That a fourfold-coordinated network forms in liquid wat
is consistent with the possibiity that a low-density liqu
~LDL ! phase can ‘‘condense’’ suddenly out of the hig
density liquid~HDL! phase. The structure of the LDL phas
resembles the structure of the random tetrahedral netw
~RTN! @56#. The RTN structure is usually thought of as a

FIG. 9. ~a! Isotherms ofNNN as a function ofV for ST2 from
T5235 K toT5390 K. ~b! Isotherms ofNNN as a function ofP for
ST2 fromT5235 K toT5390 K.
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55 733LINE OF COMPRESSIBILITY MAXIMA IN THE PHASE . . .
pearing continuously as the liquid is cooled or stretched
low pressure. The present results show that a low-den
fourfold-coordinated structure occurs with increasing abru
ness asP increases orT decreases.

Indeed, if a critical pointC8 were to exist, the two phase
LDL and HDL are separated by a negatively sloped line
first-order phase transitions terminating at the po
(T5TC8, P5PC8). If the system is cooled along an isother
with P.PC8, then as it crosses this first-order line the sy
tem will jump discontinuouslyfrom a HDL to a LDL phase,
with a correspondingdiscontinuousdensity change. The ex
tension of this first-order line into the one-phase region
largerT and lowerP is the locus ofKT maxima, so when the
system crosses this locus the system will changecontinu-
ously from a liquid of higher local density (NNN.4) to a
liquid of lower local density (NNN'4). Thus our results sug
gest a relationship between the locus ofKT maxima and the
changes in local structure as measured by the para
NNN .

B. Radial distribution functions

The analysis of the preceding subsection indicates th
significant change occurs in the structure of the liquid wh
cooled through the region of the line ofKT maxima. In this
section, we seek to characterize more precisely the struc
of the liquid on either side of this line. For this purpose, w
analyze the structure of the system in terms of the correla
function h(r ), defined as a weighted linear combination
the individual radial distribution functions:

h~r !54prr @0.092gOO~r !10.422gOH~r !

10.486gHH~r !21#. ~4.1!

HeregOH(r ) andgHH(r ) are, respectively, the O-H and H-H
radial distribution functions@57#.

In particular, if there exists a critical pointC8, then we
would expect a two-phase coexistence region. To investig
the possible structural difference between these two pha
we study the structure of the liquid at a temperature clos
the estimated value ofTC8 at two values ofr on either side
of rC8. This is equivalent to studying the structure of
liquid-gas system along a near-critical isotherm for densi
smaller and larger than the liquid-gas critical density. In su
a case the high-density structure would resemble the liq
structure, while the low-density structure would resemble
structure characteristic of the gas phase.

We calculateh(r ) for ST2 at T5235 K for r51.05
g/cm3 ~just above! andr50.92 g/cm3 ~just below! the esti-
mated critical densityrC850.98 g/cm3. Figure 10 shows the
resulting h(r ) functions, as well as the experimentall
measuredh(r ) for both the LDA and the HDA ice@55,58–
61#.

The structure of the liquid state of ST2 atr51.05 g/cm3 is
similar to the experimental data on HDA ice. We also fi
that theh(r ) for LDA ice resembles our ST2 simulations o
the liquid phase atr50.92 g/cm3. The correspondence be
tween the HDA ice phase and ST2 water just aboverC8 and
between the LDA phase and ST2 water just belowrC8 sug-
gests that the two phases that become critical atC8 in ST2
t
y,
t-

f
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-

t
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n
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n
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to

s
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water are related to the known HDA and LDA phases
amorphous ice.

The possible existence of a critical pointC8 is supported
by the fact that there is no broken symmetry between
structures of the LDA-like and HDA-like phases, as bo
phases are amorphous. If we assume that HDA and LDA
are the glasses formed from the two liquid phases discus
above, then the HDA-LDA transition can be interpreted
terms of an abrupt change from one microstate in the ph
space of the high-density liquid to a microstate in the ph
space of the low-density liquid. The experimentally detec
HDA-LDA transition line would then be the extension int
the glassy regime of the line of first-order liquid-liquid pha
transitions. Indeed, the original experimental studies of
HDA-LDA transition interpreted the observed behavior
terms of some kind of first-order transition@8#.

The observed polyamorphism of amorphous ice is the
fore consistent with, and supportive of, the possibility of
line of liquid-liquid phase transitions terminating in a critic
point. However, polyamorphism in amorphous ice does
prove the existence of a phase transition in the behavio
the supercooled liquid. The possibility that there is no ph
transition at anyT can also account for abrupt densi
changes in the amorphous ices in the glass regime@13,25#. A
line of KT maxima extending toT50, though not a line of
phase transitions, nonetheless represents a line of s
along which the glass will be highly compressible relative
nearby states points. A region of high but finite compre
ibility could have the same experimental effect on the beh
ior of the amorphous ices as a fully developed phase tra
tion.

V. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

In this section we confirm the relationship between t
behavior ofNNN for ST2 and the range of states where t
molecular mobility begins to become too small for reliab
simulations@54#. The molecular mobility, as quantified b
the diffusion coefficientD, is shown from our ST2 simula
tions as a function ofV in Fig. 11~a!. Thedecreasein D as
V increases at these values ofT qualitatively reproduces the

FIG. 10. Comparison ofh(r ) functions from experimental stud
ies of HDA and LDA ice@55,58–61# ~dashed lines! and from simu-
lations of ST2 liquid~solid lines! at T5235 K.
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dynamic anomaly observed in experimental measuremen
D in supercooled water@62,63#.

In Fig. 11~b!, the information aboutD for ST2 is corre-
lated withNNN for the same states. There is a strong te
dency forD to decrease rapidly asNNN→4 for the low-
temperature isotherms. This observation confirms rec
simulation work demonstrating the importance for molecu
mobility of molecular environments having more than fo
nearest neighbors. It was found@64,65# that additional near-
est neighbors beyond 4 have a ‘‘catalytic’’ effect on t
mobility of the central molecule in that they lower the loc
energy barrier of the molecular exchanges that are the mi
scopic basis of diffusion. Consistent with this picture, F
11~b! shows thatD strongly decreases nearNNN54. There-
fore, Fig. 11~b! explains why we are unable to produce
equilibrated liquid, and evaluate the EOS, in ST2 simulatio
below a certain range ofT and V: when the liquid ap-
proaches states withNNN54, the characteristic relaxatio
times of the liquid become very large@54,66–69#. Hence the
low-density RTN form of the liquid that appears in supe
cooled water is intrinsically much more viscous than the l
uid at higherT and so is difficult to study via simulation.

FIG. 11. Isotherms ofD for ST2 as a function of~a! V and~b!
NNN ~b!.
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VI. DISCUSSION

We have shown above that the EOS of both the ST2
TIP4P models of water exhibit a line ofKT maxima. This
confirms the prediction of Ref.@25# for liquids having a
negatively sloped TMD line in the absence of a reentr
spinodal line. In addition, the results suggest that in the c
of ST2, the line ofKT maxima develops into a critical poin
and line of liquid-liquid phase transitions. These results
ply to the behavior of models of water. We now address
extent to which this behavior is consistent with the propert
of real water as determined experimentally. In particular
should determine if the possibility of a line ofKT maxima,
leading to a line of phase transitions, can be excluded
description of real water. In this regard we consider the f
lowing points.

~i! Though a line ofKT maxima has not been observed
real water, its existence cannot yet be excluded since nu
ation of the ice phase inhibits the study of supercooled wa
@3#. If the phase behavior of Fig. 1 describes the propertie
real water, then the observed behavior ofKT is due to the
fact that presently we can only observe the approach one
of an as yet undetectedKT maximum.

~ii ! Experimental measurements of the correlation len
j of density fluctuations in supercooled water at atmosph
pressure do not show an increase inj asT decreases@70#.
j should increase close to a critical point and also on
proach to the spinodal lines that connect to the critical po
and lie on either side of a line of first-order phase transitio
@71#. Hence, if they exist, the critical point and its associat
spinodal lines must be located sufficiently far from the atm
spheric pressure path followed in these experiments so a
be unaffected by critical fluctuations.

~iii ! An appealing feature of the appearance of a criti
point and line of phase transitions in supercooled water is
manner in which this proposal can rationalize and elucid
the rich behavior of liquid nd amorphous solid water. T
illustrate this, we present in Fig. 12 a schematic plot of
coexistence curves for the major phases of H2O known ex-
perimentally, projected into the plane ofT andr @1,72,73#.
Also shown is the possible location of the metastable ext
sion of the liquid side of the liquid-gas coexistence curv
The lineL8 in Fig. 12 represents the coexistence curve g
erated by theL8 line shown in Fig. 1. UnderL8 the super-
cooled liquid is unstable as a single phase and will deco
pose into distinct high- and low-density liquids.

The existence of a region of unstable states for the su
cooled liquid is perhaps not surprising, given the estima
positions of the stability fields of the crystal phases of ic
There is a relatively wide gap between the stability fields
ice I and ice II where no other crystalline form of ice
found @1#. This means that there are no stable local arran
ments of molecules in this density range that are consis
with both thermodynamic stability as a single, homogene
phase and long-range crystalline order. The fact that
stable crystalline structures are observed in this density ra
is consistent with the possibility that, at sufficiently lowT,
there are also no arrangements of molecules that are sati
tory for the appearance of a homogeneous liquid state.

~iv! The proposed location of theL8 curve in Fig. 12
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requires the liquid side of the liquid-gas coexistence curve
become a double-valued function ofr. The liquid-gas coex-
istence curve reaches a maximumr and then retraces to
lower r as T decreases. This behavior is required for t
stability of the low-density liquid state atr.0.92 g/cm3, a
state that is not stable at ambientT. Though perhaps unex
pected, this behavior of the liquid-gas coexistence curve
known feature of the EOS of real water: the liquid-gas co
istence curve passes through a maximumr in the equilib-
rium regime, at a temperature just above the triple point@52#.

~v! It is straightforward to understand how a dens
maximum appears in a liquid having a phase diagram of
form of Fig. 12. Consider an isobaric path starting from
high-T state point at whichr is less than that at the max
mum in the liquid-gas coexistence curve. If this isobar do
not pass into the unstable region inside the the liquid-
coexistence curve and if it terminates in the the locally sta
region nearr50.92 g/cm3 at lowT, then it would necessar
ily have to pass through a maximumr.

~vi! As discussed above, the position of the lineL8 can
simultaneously explain the thermodynamic anomalies of
uid water and the observed mechanical properties of
amorphous ices. Cooling the liquid brings the system clo
and closer to the region of the critical pointC8 and its ac-
companying spinodal lines~not shown in Fig. 12!. Hence
there will be many paths along which thermodynamic
sponse functions, such asKT andCP , will be observed to
rise asT decreases. At the same time, the apparent mech
cal instability of amorphous ice in the density range fro
1.0 g/cm3 to 1.25 g/cm3 at much lowerT is accounted for by
the interval of unstable thermodynamic states lying under
coexistence curveL8.

~vii ! The occurrence of liquid-liquid phase separation
deeply supercooled water would rationalize the succes
so-called two-state models in describing water proper
@38–43,74–80#. Models describing liquid-liquid phase sep

FIG. 12. Schematic plot of coexistence curves of liquid wa
and the major crystal polymorphs of H2O ~identified by roman
numerals! @1,72,73#. The dashed line estimates the extension of
liquid side of the liquid-gas coexistence curve below the tri
point. L8 ~dot-dashed line! estimates the coexistence curve th
would appear in the supercooled region if a liquid-liquid pha
transition occurred.
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ration in a one-component system have a formal relations
to the thermodynamics of a mixture@41,72,77#. If a liquid-
liquid phase transition occurs in supercooled water, then
analysis of water properties in terms of a mixture—indeed
highly nonideal mixture—is justified~for recent examples
see@79,80#!.

~viii ! In the absence of direct experimental data for t
thermodynamic properties of water in the deeply supercoo
region and forP!0, we present in Fig. 13 a comparison
known water properties and those determined from S
simulations. To facilitate this comparison, we have shift
the ST2 properties inP andT @81# so as to bring the density
maximum observed in ST2 into coincidence with that o
served experimentally. With this adjustment, we see that
spinodal determined from ST2 simulations lies in an app
priate location at negative pressure to be consistent with
location of the spinodal near the liquid-gas critical po
@52#. Also, we find that the line ofKT maxima approximately
coincides with the observed homogeneous nucleation limi
crystalline ice@3#. If the liquid structure does indeed chang
rapidly toward the RTN structure as the line ofKT maxima is
crossed, it would not be surprising to simultaneously obse
a large increase in the crystal nucleation probability, sin
the local structure of the RTN and crystalline ice are qu
similar.

VII. CONCLUSION

We find that a line ofKT maxima occurs in the phas
diagram of ST2 and TIP4P water. Moreover, in the case
ST2,KT increases along this line asP increases andT de-
creases. This behavior suggests the possibility that the lin
KT maxima—the existence of which is demanded by

r

e

t
e

FIG. 13. P-T phase diagram comparing experimentally know
properties of water@3,52# with those determined from ST2 simula
tions. The positions of the ST2 data have been shifted by a cons
amount (DT5235 K,DP5282 MPa! to bring the (P,T) location
of the density maximum forV51.0 cm3/g into coincidence with
the experimental position. The liquid-gas critical point is label
C. The estimated position of the liquid-liquid critical point in ST
is labeledC8.
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behavior of the TMD and spinodal lines in these wa
models—develops at lowerT into a thermodynamic instabil
ity. Though experimental confirmation of a line ofKT
maxima in supercooled water does not yet exist, we find
the known properties of liquid and amorphous solid wa
are consistent with the behavior observed in simulation.
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